
THE HUB LIVE: Brand Experience Symposium 
From Print Publication to Experience Creator
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EVENT GOAL
Produce a stand-out event that brings together senior-level 
brand-experience leaders and their colleagues to discuss and achieve 
excellence in the brand experience. 

BACKGROUND
Established in 2004 as a print magazine, The HUB has evolved into a 
community of brand-experience thought leaders across a number of 
industries. Ten years after their founding, The HUB team decided it was 
time to produce their first event and bring their community together in 

the form of a live event they call The HUB Live: Brand Experience 
Symposium. In addition to the challenges that come with planning 
an event, The HUB team felt 
their first event really needed 
to wow their guests. “Over 
the 10 years of publishing 
the magazine, we were also 
building a community. The 
idea was to bring everyone 
face to face,” said HUB 
founder Tim Manners, “we 
didn't want to do just another 
live event. We wanted to do 
something that stood out.”

FINDING THE RIGHT SPACE
With the bar raised high, The HUB team set out to find a venue that 
would encourage great conversations and help facilitate the creation 
of great brand experiences. Mr. Manners recalls, “We didn't want to 
do a hotel ballroom event…we needed a space that was 
unconventional. The event had to be an experience unto itself.” 

After looking at numerous venues, Mr. Manners found HELEN MILLS 
Event Space and Theater and consulted with a well-known marketing 
guru who’d used the venue. “I called him up to ask him about it. He 
gave me confidence that this was a good move,” says Mr. Manners. 
In addition to the venue’s unconventional combination of both a 
4,000 square foot, street-level event space and a 140-seat theater, 
Mr. Manners liked the fact that the venue was a turnkey solution, 
allowing The HUB team to spend their time on planning the event 
content and gathering speakers, instead of coordinating rentals, 
catering, and staff.

Established in 2004 as a print 
magazine, The HUB has evolved 
into a community of brand-
experience leaders across all 
product and service categories, 
who are dedicated to the principle 
that brands are promises kept. 
Through white papers, research 
and discussion in pages of The 
HUB Magazine, presentations at 
the annual HUB LIVE symposium, 
think tanks, share groups and 
awards program and more, The 
HUB is the center of excellence in 
the brand experience.

ADDITIONAL INFO
To find out more about The HUB 
Live event and to watch videos of 
event speakers, visit 
hubmagazine.com/live.

“The event was a turning point for 
The HUB. Previously, we were 
solely in the magazine publishing 
business; our mission now is to 
build a community of  
brand-experience leaders."  
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WORKING WITH HELEN MILLS
Upon selecting the venue, The HUB team continued their planning 
with the venue in mind. Their impressive speaker list consisted of nine 
CMOs and a number of senior level executives from household 
brands like Kate Spade, General Mills, NASCAR, and L’Oreal. The 
full schedule of branding superstars, networking breaks, experiential 
activities, and a cocktail reception meant that good planning and 
attention to detail was essential. Beth Manners, head planner for The 
HUB Live: Brand Experience Symposium, recounts her experience with 
HELEN MILLS, “we worked very well together, it was very precise 
which is important for things to run smoothly on the day of the event 
… We had absolutely no reservations.”

WOWING GUESTS
After months of planning, 
scheduling and 
coordinating, The HUB Live 
team presented guests with 
two-days of great ideas, 
spectacular presentations, 
and an altogether different 
experience. The team did 
this by using both spaces to 
make a kind of brand-
experience thrill ride. “The 
venue was perfectly suited to 
what we wanted,” says Ms. Manners. While guests listened to 
speakers in the theater, the venue staff and HUB Live team 
transformed the Event Space from a lunch area to a Gallo Wines 
wine-tasting room to a delicious Cheesecake Factory presentation to 
a networking cocktail reception. Whether it was creating the agenda 
or branding the space with signage and gobos, Ms. Manners made 
sure to utilize the Event Space and Theater’s unique design. “We very 
much used the venue to its fullest – everything we had access to, 
shelves behind the bar, every screen, lighting, and A/V.”

FINAL THOUGHTS AND THE FUTURE
The result of ten years of community 
building, months of detailed 
planning, and two days of a unique, 
and activity-filled event, was 
inspired attendees and a lot of 
excellent feedback. “We were really 
happy with the inaugural 

symposium,” said Ms. Manners, “it proved to be a great environment 
for everyone to intermingle and discuss ideas.” Mr. Manners added, 
“The event was a turning point for The HUB. Previously, we were solely 
in the magazine publishing business; our mission now is to build a 
community of  brand-experience leaders." 

WHAT’S NEXT FOR THIS TEAM? 
The HUB Live: Brand Experience Symposium – year two 
is scheduled at HELEN MILLS in October 2014 with more great 
speakers, experiences and a new closing awards ceremony.
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ABOUT HELEN MILLS
EVENT SPACE & THEATER
Since its founding in 2005, HELEN 
MILLS has hosted events for over 
500 companies and organizations 
from nearly every industry. HELEN 
MILLS is located in the heart of 
Chelsea in Manhattan and features 
a spectacular street-level Event 
Space and 140-seat Theater and 
Screening Room. When combined, 
HELEN MILLS is uniquely suited to 
host multi-stage events. The venue 
also features state-of-the-art tech, 
catering packages, on-site 
management, and a staff dedicated 
to making your event a success.

“I said to each speaker, think about 
how you can bring the brand 
experience to life for 
attendees…the Brand EVP of 
Fender Guitars opened his talk by 
laying down some Chicago 
Blues…We had nine CMOs as 
headliners at this event in a small 
intimate setting. This combination 
of high-level speakers and intimate 
venue was extremely unusual.”

http://www.helenmills.com/go/discuss-your-event/

